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At the meeting of the Joint Committee in Maseru, Lesotho (from
28 November to 1 December 1977) the general rapporteur, Mr Guillabert,

included a reference to cultural cooperation in his opening address.

It was

one of the weaknesses of the Lome Convention, he said,that the importance of
cultural cooperation between the ACP States and the 8EC went unmentioned in
the Convention itself.

He was, therefore, in favour of including the cultural

aspect in the Convention, so as to ensure that joint activities did not in
future concentrate exclusively on material aspects.
At the meeting of the Joint Committee in Bordeaux Mr Wijntuin of the
Surinam Republic was asked on 31 January 1979, to prepare a draft report on
cultural cooperation.

When Mr Wijntuin was unable to continue to take part

in the work of the Joint Committee, Mr R. Chasle of Mauritius was entrusted
with this task.
At the meeting of the Joint Committee of 9 October 1979 in Luxembourg it
was agreed to set up a working party on cultural cooperation, whose members
were appointed at the constituent meeting of the Joint Committee on
ll October 1979.
The working party met three times in all, on 25 February 1980 in
Arusha, on 24 February 1981 in Freetown and on 5 June 1981 in Brussels.
The Joint Committee considered the draft report by Mr Chasle at its
meetings of 25 February 1981 in Freetown and of 23/24 September'l98l in.Strasbourg,
adopting the motion for a resolution unanimously at its meeting of 24 September 1981.
Pre~t:

Mr Guillabert (Senegal) and Mr Bersani, Co-chairmen; Mrs Parris

(Jamaica) and Mr KUhn, vice-chairman; Mr Chasle (Mauritius), rapporteur;
Mrs BdduPl Glorioso, tl1o reprcHentalivn of Barbados, Mr Battersby (deputizing
for Mr !lowell), the representative of Benin, Mrs Boserup, the representative
of Botswana, the representative of Burundi, the representative of Cameroon,
Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli, Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti, Mrs Castellina, Mrs Castle,
the reprcsent.ative of Central Africe, Mr Clement, Mr Cluskey, Mr Cohen,
the representative of the Comoros, the representative of the Congo, the

••

representative of the Ivory Coast, Mr Cottrell (deputizing for Mr Normanton),
Mr Denis, Mr Deschamps, the representative of Djibouti, Mr Enright, the
representative of Ethiopia, Mrs Ewing, Mr Ferrero, the representative of
Fiji, Mr Flanagan, Mrs Focke, Mr Frtlh, Mr Fuchs (deputizing for Mr Loo),
the representative of Gabon, the representative of Gambia, Mr Geurtsen,

the representative of GhJna, Mr Glinne, the representative of Guinea, the
representative of Guyana, the representative of Upper Volta, Mr Herklotz
(ueputizinq for Mr Seefeld), Mr Irmer, Mr Jacquet, Mr Johnson (deputizing

for Mr Simmonds), the representative of Kenya, the representative of Lesotho,
Mr Lezzi, the representative of Liber1a, Mr Luster, the representative of
Malawi, the representative of Mali, the representative of Mauritania,
Mr Michel, Mr J. Moredu, Mr Narducci, the representative of Niger, the
representative of N1geria, Mr d'Ormesson, the representative of Papua
New Guinea, Mr Penders, Mrs Poirier, Mr Poniatowski, Mrs Pruvot (deputizing
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for Mr Haagerup), Mr Puletti, Mrs Rabbethge (deputizing for Mr Ryan),
the representative of Rwanda, Mr Sabl6, the representative of Slo Tom~
and Principe, Mr Schieler, Mr K. Schon, Mr Sherlock, the representative
of Sierra Leone, the representative of Somalia, the representative of the
Sudan, the representative of Surinam, the representative of swaziland,
the t·cpresentative of Tanzania, the representative of Togo, the representative
of Tonqa, the representative of Trinidad and Tobago, Mr Turner, the
representative of Uganda, Mr Vandewiele, Mr Vergeer, Mr Verg~s, Mr Vernimm~n
(deputizing for Mr Colla), Mrs Walz, Mr Wawrzik, the,represen~atiye· of
Zaire, the representative of Zambia, the representative of Zimbabwe .
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MOTION FOR A REFK)LUTION
on cultural cooperation between the ACP States and the European Economic
Community

The ,Joint Committee,
- meeting in Strasbourg from

i3

to 25 September 1981,

-having regard to the report otlts Joint Committee -(Doc. ACP-CEE 27/81),
- hQVing regard to the various speeches and the contributions made by the
r:uropcan parliamcntar ia.ns and the ACP parliamentarians and other
representatives in the discussion on the report,
whereas the cul-tural aspect is increasingly recognized as essential in
cooperation and development and whereas the aim of development must be
human self-fulfilment,
- recalling tlte Declaration on the principles of international cultural
cooperation adopted by the UNESCO General Conference at its fourteenth
session, which proclaims the 'value', the 'dignity', and the 'originality'
of all cultures,

- whereas 1.he right to culture, knowledge and scientific information constitutes
a n'cognized inaljenab.l.e right of all peoples,

---------------- recalling the intergovernmental Conference on cultural policy held in
Accra in 1975 and organized by UNF.SCO in cooperation with ~he OAU,
- recalling the intergovernmental conference on cultural policy held in
Ilclsinki in 1972, which recommends the European States, including the
Member States of the Community, which took part to take measures jointly
with ~he developing countries to preserve and promote the cultural
heritage and popular ~raditions of these countries,
.II

- aw;1re of the efforts which the AC~ countries are making to assert their
cultural identity both at national and regional level and at international
Jevcl and to restore their national cultural heritage, and desirous of
supporting the action they are taking towards in'cra-AC P culJcural cooperation.
- noi-_ing that cultural exchanges between the Member States of the Community
and the ACP States are too one-sided and that it is necessary to redress
the balance in the interests of equality and reciprocity,
1.

Stresses the considerable importance that cultural exchanges have
both for the ACP States and for the Member States of the --C-ommun-ity·-.
and therefore welcomes the fact that cultural cooperation is being
given close attention for the first time within the framework of
ACP-EEC cooperation;

2.

Feels that the development of the ACP countries cannot be fully
realized unless cooperation between them and the EEC, which is
recognized as a positive step t:owards the setting up of:>ta maw
international economic order, takes in the cultural aspect, which
presupposes the recognition by the Community of the contribution
made by the cultures of the ACP countries and their peoples to the
cultural heritage of all mankind~

3.

i

/.

Recognizes the legitimate view of the developing countries which,
\
while acknowledging the existence of interdependence at international \
level, maintains that political independence must be consmlidated by
economic and cultural independence~
'

4.

Is convinced that the industrialized countries and the developiqg
countries can only cooperate effectively if cultural relations are
regarded as a source of mutual enrichment and are not impos.ed from
a position of domination but proposed to a full partner with a view
to dialogue and exchange~

?.

Considers that cultural cooperation between the ACP and the EEC based
on mutual respect for each other's identity and on the principles
of respect for national sovereignty and independence, non-interference
in internal affairs, equality and mutual interest would promote and
accelerate the development of the ACP countries and the socioeconomic progress of their peoples;

G.

Conslders that increased cultural cooperation between the ACP States,
the EEC and the Community as such, in addition to existing multilateral
and bilateral cooperation,
- would enable cooperation schemes to be better coordinated and
integrated into planning and the development process;
- would be more neutral than bilateral cultural cooperation;
- would encourage a more efficient and dynamic system of exchanges;
- would enable the ACP countries as a whole to take advantage of
the Cornrnunlty's aid and support;
- would enable certain cultural events and arrangements to reach
a wider public;

••
7.

No.t.es- that ·certa1n'prcivlsi6ns

·or ·the

tome· C6nvent16na:re-dlrectly

or mdirectly concerned with the question of cultural cooperation,
.. particularly in the sectors of industrial cooperation, agricultural
cooperation, financial and technical cooperation and regional
cooperation;

- 6 -
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8.

Notes that a rational and coordinated programme of cultural
cooperation capable of boosting the developmeftt of

~he

AeP was

not incorporated into the various sections of the present
Convention;
9.

Requests that as part of the implementation of the provisions
of Lorn~ II greater attention should be paid to the cultural
aspect of development and that, in particular, in carrying out
financial projects under the EDF, the cultural identities and
socio-cultural environment of the ACP countries should be taken
into consideration;

I.

Socio-cultura~

sphere

10.

Feels that joint research on the impact of development programmes
on the physical as well as the socio-cultural environment of the
recipient countries might be very usefu~ as might joint research
into the impact of local cultures on certain development programmes;

11.

Calls to this end for the joint work of assessment to be strengthened
and stepped up, eRpccially in the fields of health, water and rural
development;

12 ·

Calls on the Community to respond to.-the needs 1 o:E -the. AE!P. 'States i in
the field of education and research and thereby help them to step
up their efforts to devise development models in keeping with their
own genius which meet the aspirations of their peoples;

13.

..
14.

Stresses that if the ACP countries are to be helped to strike a
bdlance between tradition and modernism, it is essential that
training and information schemes be jointly undertaken with the aim
· ofencouraging innovation and facilitating the development of native
tochnolog1es, tho assessment, selection and adaptation of technologies
imported from the industrialized countries and their harmonious
integration into the socio-economic pattern of the ACP countries;
Stresses the important role of NGOs in the field of development and
takes the v1ew that these organizations could play a more effective
role in cultural cooperation if they were endowed with increased
funds in the next Community budget;

-

7 -
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11.

Traini~

15.

Recommends that the ACP States and the EEC step up their training
efforts to enable the ACP to take maximum advantage of the opportunities
afforded by the Lome Convention, and accordingly requests tha~ a
larger share of the aid granted under the EDF be devoted to ttaining;
I

1
16.

Recommends that the Community and the Member States grant aid)to
universities and institutes in Europe or in the ACP countries \which
\
are interested in providing specialized study courses on the AtP and
other developing countries, to enable the history, geography and
culture of the ACP and other developing countries to be taught in
schools;

17.

Recommends that the Member States and the national institutions

:

.

responsible reorientate their teaching programmes so as to
encourage a better understanding of the ACP and other develo'
countries;
18.

Recommends that the Community
- provide appropriate orientation and better training suitable
to conditions obtaining in ACP States for assistants and
experts sent

lo

ACP countries;

- involve ACP cepresentatives and experts in the planninq and
running of seminars and introductory courses for ACP officials
and student.s;
- arrange European university study periods in the ACP coLatries
to enable students to familiarize themselves with

rea~it1es

in those countries;
- encourage and make

arr~ngements

for inter-University student

exchange programmes between the Community and the ACP States;

19.

Appeals to the Member States of the Community to review their
policies on the granting of subsidies to universities and comparable
instituttons and continue financial support to stcdents from ACP
countries so that students from the ACP countries can attend them,
and to readjust study grants to a reasonable level;

20.

Asks the EEC and the Member States to take appropriate measures
to support the ACP States' efforts to encourage students and
trainees to return to their country of origin once they have
fin1s:wd their training;

21.

Draws the attention of the Community and the Member States to the social
and cultura) situation of ACP immigrant workers and students and calls
on them to do their utmost to provide them with appropriate personal
and cultural support; recalls in this connection the study by the
Commission of the European CommuDities on the situation of ACP students
in the Community and trusts that it will rapidly lead to practical
results, particularly as regards the recognition of diplomas and
the material situat1on of those concerned;

22.

Calls on the EEC to help finance literacy programmes in the ACP countries;

..

IJJ.

Tnformation

23.

Hopes that cultural cooperation between the ACP and the Community
will include cooperation in the area of information, which is a vit~l
aspect of culture and development, with the primary aim of correcting
the imbalance in the flow of information bp.t:w_een the ACP and the EEC;

24.

Appeals ''to the press and the other media and t~- ~11-in:s-titutions
concerned with culture, to universities and government organizations
to help with the realization of the ACP/EEC cultural cooperation
project;

25".

Feels t1Tat- exchanges in- th-~- field of scientific and technical
information are of great importance and that the Community could mak~
a substantial contribution to the development of the ACP by placing
scientific and technical knowledge at the disposal of the research
workers and the economic and political leaders of the ACP;

26.

Calls in this regard for the EURONET system to be extended to ACP
countries which so des1re, and for ACP access to the data bank networks
of the Member States,to be considered by the institutions of the
Community and the ACP States;

27.

Deplores the imbalance in the trade in products of a cultural nature and
calls on the Community to help the ACP States to develop their cultural
industry;

28.

Recommends the creation of a cultural data bank establishing in one place
thr archives on the ACP countries, which are at present scattered
throughout the Member States, and particularly those of value for the
reconstruction of the history of the ACP peoples;

..

Calls on the Community to encourage mutual cultural enrichment through
better knowledge and appreciation of the cultures of the ACP peoples,
to make the cultures of the ACP countries more widely known to
Europeans and to develop in the Member States a more open attitude
towards ACP cultural values in order to improve the balance of cultural
exchanges which have so far taken place almost entirely in one direction;

••

3~.

Proposes the setting up of a foundation for the promotion and
popularisation of ACP cultures on the basis of contributions by Member
Slates of the Community and of voluntary contributions by the ACP States,
to be administered on a joint basis by ACP and EEC citizens free from
any political influences;

- 9 -
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V.

Cultural works

31.

Calls the attention of the Member States and of the Community to
Resolution No. 529, adopted on 18 October 1979 at the 34th UN General
Assembly, and to Resolution No. 4/7/6.4, adopted by UNESCO at its
20th General Assembly, concerning the return of cultural works to the
countries of origin;

32.

Invites in this connection the Member States of the Community to
consider

favourabl~

in a spirit of solidarity and mutual understanding,

the requests by the ACP States

conce~ned

for•the

~eturn

or

Jl.

restitution of cultural works which, under the criteria defined by
UNESCO, are of fundamental spiritual anc. cultural value and enable
representative collections of their cultural heritage to be establishedt
33.

Rc~commends

to concerned international organizations the establishment

of a fund or funds to recover and return indigenous artefacts of
spiritual and cultural value to their countries of origin;
34.

Further recommends that in the interim the U.N. should consider
declaring such cultural artefacts universal property or the common
heritaqe of man;

35.

Also invites the Community

-----

-----·---

- to draw up a complete inventory of all items in museums, libraries
and other 1nstitutions of the Member States, thus providing the ACP
countries with information on all their cultural works which are in
Europe,
to participate in the setting up of museums and similar institutions
in the ACP States,
- to give effect1ve assistance with the conservation or restoration of
the cultural heritage of the ACP,
- to award a certain number of grants to ACP students and to redesign
cert.a1n courses to take account of the specific needs of the ACP
countries,
- to make ever·y effort to provide ACP citizens at the earliest juncture
with the widest possible opportunities for access to works of art

..

originating in the ACP States and held in the EEC;

••
VI.

1'our lsrn

36.

Stn~sses

the importance of the tourist trade in the economy, culture and

scc1al evolution of the ACP, referring in this connection to the conclusions of the Worlrt Conference on Tourism held in Manila in 1980,
a~d

therefore requests:

greater

s~pport

for the efforts by the ACP countries to develop

t:1eir· human and material resources and the training of ACP experts
1n the tourist trade,

---

--~

-

-

-

the development of a cultural and human tourism based on a since~~--~\
desire to understand others and their way of life so as to avoid
'ghetto tourism',
- the setting-up of a permanent discussion body to study ways and means
of attaining these objectives and of promoting greater European
awareness of the cultural riches and the tourist potential of the
ACP countries,
- the incorporation of these considerations in the present studies on
the development of tourism in the ACP countries,
- consideration by the appropriate committee of the F.uropean
Parliament of the relevant problems of the tourist trade in the ACP
countries;
VIl. Intra-ACP action

37.

Recommends the ACP States and the Community jointly to examine ways
and means of providing assistance under Lorn~ II for the intra-ACP
action programme in the area of cultural cooperation;

38.

stresses that ACP-EEC cultural cooperation should in no way hamper
intra-~CP· cooperation. but should enhance it;

39.

Recommends the provision of funds to encourage the development of
cultural skills and local technical skills;

VIII. Continuation of activitiei-40.

Considers that cultural cooperation will be unlikely to succeed unless
the ACP States and the EEC first carry out preparatory work, before
joining forces in a second phase for the implementation of ACP/EEC
cuJtural cooperation;

...

41

Recommenns that the ACP and the Community set up a joint high-level
working party to undertake this task;

42.

Requests that this group of experts be given the task of drafting
provisions on cultural cooperation which would be considered jointly
by the ACP and the EEC during negotiations on any agre,ment to
succeed the present Lome Convention;

43.

Stresses that this new philosophy of cultural cooperation based on
a genuine sense of reciprocity, would not hinder but on the contrary
could consoliJate intra-ACP cooperation, represent a turning point
in the process development, encourage a rapprochement between the
peoples of the Community and those of the ACP States, and thus
mark a new and decisive step towards the introduction of a new
international order;

-
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44.

Requests that this resolution and the report on ACP/EEC cultural
cooperation be given careful and thorough consideration by the
other ACP/EEC institutions with the immediate aim of translating the
objectives and principles of this resolution and its explanatory
statement into concrete, binding criteria inter alia for the
programming, commitment and utilization of the funds of the 5th
EDF in the context of Lome II;

45.

Requests that this report be widely distributed in the Member States
and the ACP States.

46.

Recommends that the working group of the Joint Committee should be
charged with the mandate permanently to monitor the realization by the
jo1nt institutions of the ACP

and the EEC and other bodies and institutions

of these proposals and to br1ng forward some concrete measures for the
next meeting of the Joint Committee in Zimbabwe.

- 12 -
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B

EXPLANATORY STATEMENT
INTRODUCTION
Because of its complexity, cultural cooperation often gives rise
to controversy. It is a subject that should be broached with caution, leaving
aaide,where possible, aspects that could lea~ to conflict=and inatead t~ying
to find common ground and formulating proposals likely to meet with the
approval of AC P representatives and Members of the European Parliament
and possibly of ACP and EEC bodies.
Cultural cooperation takes place at both bilateral and multilateral
level. It is the concern of governmental and inter-governmental bodies
as well as private organizations. Although it is meant to be a factor
of mutual understanding and appreciation, it sometimes comes into conflict with ideological beliefs. Cooperation between the European Economic
Community and the African, Caribbean and Pacific states has created a
zone of solidarity between them based on equality, interdependence and
respect for national sovereignty. Any cultural cooperation project
must include these basic components if such cooperation is to be

stren~-

thened.
There is no past experience from which this report on cultural
T"

-

-

--

----

---

cooperation between the ACP and the Community can draw inspiration.
Nor can it draw on the conclusions or ideas of any working party that
might have discussed the problem. It is instead mainly based on the
principles unanimously adopted by the Member States of the United Nations,
of UNESCO, unanimous conclusions reached by certain bodies

~n

which the

Member States of the Community and the ACP states participated and which
are pertinent to cultural cooperation between the Community
and the ACP States, a large number of developing countries in
the Caribbean and the Pacific.

Afr~,

I,

'·

The decision to draw up a report on cultural cooperation between

..

the Community and the ACP was taken at the Joint Committee meeting
during the round of negotiations that led to the conclusion
of the Second

Lorn~

Convention.

L~~

II has since been signed and·

ratified and has now entered into force.
With the entry into force of the Second Convention which is to link

the

AC~

and the EEC for a period of five years,

eame people may wonder

acout the need to give consideration to cultural cooperation; others
may wonder whether the pressing problems of world hunger that affects

- 13 -
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some of the poorest peoples in some regions of Africa should not relegate
any cultural cooperation project to the

background~

yet others may say

that as far as cooperation is concerned the die is cast and that it is
quite inconceivabie to extend cooperation to the cultural sphere and to
set out on a path that would require the mobilization of additional financial resources that could be better used for other purposes, or even that
the time is not ripe.
The appointment of a new rapporteur at the last meeting of the
Joint Committee reflects the desire of its European and

AC~members

to

tackle a problem that, although not perceived in the same way by all
sides, merits the special attention of the Joint Committee and the
Consultative Assembly.
The importance t.hat the international community now assigns to
international cultural cooperation, to the interaction between culture
and development aimed at allowing man to find fulfilment, should prompt
further profound reflection on the subject not only despite of but even
because of the economic situation. However, for the sake of pragmatism
and efficiency, this report has deliberately limited the scope of additional measures that could form a harmonious part of the Community's
policy of cooperation with the ACP. These additional measures should
however be regarded as measures to be taken jointly in the mutual
interest of both parties.

· The development of the ACP 'countries could

not in fact be fully qUaranteed unless cooperation between the two groups
of countries, which is recognized as a decisive step towards the establishment of a new international economic order, is based on cultural
aspects, which presupposes recognition by the Community of the· cultures

_

of the ACP peoples and their potential contribution to the world's
cultural heritage.

... ,,

Given the historic and economic. ilnks' between the

Commum.ty and the ACP these measures could take the form first of all .Cif.

-

genuine exchanges that would enrich rehtions between the ACP

··ana

the

Europe of Ten.

..
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I. THE NEED FOR CULTURAL COOPERATION RECOGNIZED BY THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY
The United Nations Charter affirms the principle of the right to
culture and international cooperation in very general terms. The question
of cultural rights was brought up in the 1948 Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (Articles 26 and 27 on the individual right to education
and training and freedom to take part in the cultural life of the
community). The positions adopted in the United Nations and UNESCO were
prompted by this concept of culture as an individual right.
The declaration

on the granting

of

independence

whiab·

triggered off the decolonization process based on the principle of selfdetermination
notes that this principle grants people the right ·
to develop in their own way, not only in economic and social but also
in cultural matters.
The right of each people to respect for and development of its
own culture is enshrined in the Declaration on the principles of international cultural cooperation adopted by the UNESCO General Conference
of 4 November 1966 which proclaims the 'dignity',

'value', and 'origina-

lity' of each culture, the right and duty of all peoples and nations
to develop their own culture and to respect that of others. All cultures
are part of the common human heritage and international cultural cooperation
should constantly enrich them.
Neither the Declaration on the establishment of a new internat.:t:onal> ;,
economic order, which is regarded as one of the principal guarahtees Qf '\
improved conditions that will enable all peoples to lead an existence
compatible with the dignity of the human being, nor
the action programme on the establishment of this new order, both of which
were adopted by the Sixth Special Session of the United Nations General
Assembly in 1974 which considered development problems for the first time,
make any mention of cultural cooperation.
However, the charter on the economic rights and duties of states which
was based on the declaration on the establisrnmnt of a new international

..

economic order acknowledged the sovereign and inalienable right of each
state to choose its political, economic, social and cultural systems in
accordance with the will of its people without interference, pressure
or external threat of any kind (Article 1), that each state is responsible
first and foremost for promoting the economic, social and cultural
progress of its people (Article 7) and that it is the responsibility of all
statBs to cooperate in economic, social, cultural, scientific and technical matters, and to promote economic and social .progress throughout the
world and in particular in the developing countries.
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Whilst it is generally acknowledged by the international bodies that
cultural aspects represent an essential element of progress and the
principles adopted as regards development are defined more and more
precisely, cultural questions are given less attention and treated in
general terms in the numerous resolutions and declarations adopted by
the

G~neral

Assembly on the rights of developing countries and peoples.

..
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II. CULTURAL COOPERATION
1. A new concept of culture and cultural cooperation
Before dealing with the prospects for cultural cooperation between the
ACP and the EEC, we must first dispel any ambiguity that could lead to
controversy as regards the concept of culture and cultural cooperation.
Anthropology, ethnology and sociology have often confused civilization and culture and placed them in an evolutionist or determinist
perspective. The equation of culture with civilization and the differentiation of one from the other have led to considerable confusion.
Civilization has been defined as a high degree of cultural development:
manifestations of collective life have been called phenomena of civilization while the institutions or products of society have been called works
of civilization: civilization has sometimes even been described as a
collection of peoples or societies with characteristics that give them a
separate identity. The hierarchization of values has made urbanization
a symbol of technical progress and, in the eyes of some, has marked the
beginning of civilization. The different points of view and frames of
reference of investigators have resulted in praise of some civilizations
and cultures and belittlement of others.
On top of that, civilization and culture have been contrasted with
primitiveness, barbarism and savagery. Reference

has been made to the

cultured or civilized man, culture has been contrasted with the uncultured or sub-cultured. Terms such as leisure civilization and mass
culture have been invented.
The term 'culture' has in a sense been restrictive and long applied
to the products of aesthetic and artistic activity and the consumption
of those products. The view that the exclusive pursuit of economic growth
to satisfy material aspirations and free man from material constraints
so that he can enjoy the pleasures of culture and civilization follows
directly from this outdated and obsolete definition.
Culture should be regarded today not as the result of the interaction
between man and his environment but as the interaction itself and should
embrace all the life-styles and standards of a society bound by a common
substratum of traditions and knowledge as well as the different forms of
expression and achievements of the individual in that societr.
At the same time, the concept of heritage limited to the material
heritage such as sites, buildings, monuments and works of art has been
extended to embrace the sense a people has of its history, the collective
awareness of its identity and continuity based on a knowleql-ge of the p_,st
that has shaped man and which forms the context of his daily life.
- 17 -
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The development of these two concepts has culminated in notions of
cultural democratization or democracy.

It is no longer a metter of

getting people to accept a culture of erudition or good taste, reserved
hitherto to a 'cultivated

~lite'

- in which culture is seen as an

external element - but rather of giving each individual the means of
developing his own creative potential in harmony with the community and
in support of the development of society.
Cultural relations between industrialized and developing countries
often take the form of domination by the industrialized powers. The
cultural flow is one-way. Donor countries take no account of what the
recipient countries have to offer and treat them as consumers, belittle
their cultural values and tend to equate the cultural situation of the
economically less prosperous countries with under-development. Each culture has its own riches and cannot be regarded as under-developed. The
cultural pluralism engendered by a diversity of peoples constitutes
a cohesive set of resources, values and riches. Industrialized and
developing countries cannot cooperate properly unless cultural relations
are seen as a means of mutual enrichment .

They should not be imposed

from above but proposed to a full partner on the basis of dialogueand
exchange.
Aware-c,-fco-ntinufng -political, economic and linguistic--domlnation by
the industrialized countries, the developing countries have devised a new
approach that they refer to as 'authenticity' with a view to breaking
that dependence. By authenticity is meant first and foremost the original
values of civilization, honouring of the national heritage, the use of
national languages, the construction of a new system that will enable man
to find fulfiment in his natural and cultural environment, putting an end
to mimicry, releasing his true creativity and taking up the challenge of
modern society without denying his identity or uniqueness.
2. Th6 needs end aspirations of the ACP States regarding cultural coope;ation
In order to better understand the needs and aspirations of the ACP
statec'l, it is worthwhile recalling the conclusions of the intergovernmental
conference on cultural policies in Africa organized by UNESCO in cooperation
with the OAU in Accra from 27 November to 6 December 1975. These conclusions
tic up with the concern expressed by the Caribbe'an and Pacific states alongside other developing countries in international fora.
The conference acknowledged that assertion of cultural identity,
\vhich must deliberately abandon un-African ways of thinking and sentiment,
constitutes an act. of liberation, and a decisive and effective weapon
for independence in the struggle against colonialism, neo-colonialism,
imperialism, racism and apartheid. The delegates agreed that culture was
not ouly the preferred vehicle for individual fulfiment and the harmonious
development of society but also a prerequisite for the advent of a new
world order based on the indefeasible right of peoples to determine their
own fate and acknowledgement of the equality and dignity of all cultures.
Such assertion of cultural identity, it was felt, stems from the dynamic
- 18 -
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reserves inherent in each people and their a1 hentic basic cultural values.
The quest for authenticity, far from being out of step with the times,
should take due account of the realities of the modern world, which will
enable basic values to be brought up to date and reviewed so that people
can regain control of their own destinies and take up the challenge of
technological civilization. The African would then cease to be a consumer
and once again become the creator and producer of civilized values in the
service of all humanity. For assertion of identity in no way implies
withdrawal into one's self but a two-way process of cultural enrichment
through copperation between free and equal partners. African cultures must
remain open to external influences and the main currents of the modern world
so that they become receptive to the world at large. These conclusions
echo the concerns expressed by the Caribbean and Pacific St.ates- .~nd otlher
developing countries in international fora.
·
The conference proclaimed that the balancing and unifying properties
t•f cultural pluralism which leads to a fruitful dialogue between cultures
p~otesunity

not only at national level but also at sub-regional, intra-

African and international level and increases mutual understanding and peace
at all levels.
The delegates tackled the problem of imported science and technology
wh~ch

transmit cultural elements different from those of the host culture

that may lead to serious social distortions and have anladverse effect on
traditional and spiritual African values. care must also be taken to
ensure that polluting industries that are generally harmful to the natural
environment and a danger to the health of the people are not imported.
Without rejecting foreign technologies that benefit mankind, the necessary
training must be provided and industrial planning must include a more
careful selection of foreign technologies that will blend harmoniously
with the socio-cultural background of the

ho~countries,

protect their cul-

tural heritage, fit in with their national development objectives and create
an authentic African industrial society.

...

The language question is of fundamental importance to the development
of Africa. Most of the time, primary, secondary and higher education is
given in languages other than the local languages. The delegates therefore
stressed the need to promote the African languages, the essential vehicles
of social communication and, at their most authentic, of the cultural

-·

heritage, and to make a systematic inventory of the cultural heritage
particularly from the points··of view of history, language and art.
The conference recommended that encouragement should be given to research
into traditional architecture so that African cultural values could be integrated into modern architecture and greater use made of traditional architecture and local materials moreappropriate from a practical and cultural
point of view.
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The conference acknowledged the need for trained specialists and
cultural technicians (qualified museologists and librarians) and specialists in cultural development (research workers, documentalists,
educators, organizers and administrators).
~e

delegates recommended the Member States to preserve their

cultural heritage before it was too late by transcribing and recording
customs and traditions and listing sites and monuments as well as works
of art and handicrafts, oral traditions, music, dance, rituals, ceremonies
and festivals. The delegates agreed that it was necessary to preserve

~

traditional music and dancirlg as live art forms that could be spread
throughout Africa and the other continents. The conference therefore
recommended that eminent musicians and dancers could give performances
in other African countries andother continents.
As there are few works by African authors on the pre-history, history,
ethnology or history of art in Africa, which are studied almost exclusively
by non-African specialists who analyse and interpret them from an outsider's
point of view, the conference recommended the Member States to take urgent
measures to facilitate the training of African specialists who could interpret the history of Africa in a more significant and exact fashion.
The participants at the inter-governmental conference on cultural
policies in Africa affirmed that far from being an intellectual luxury
reserved for the priviliged or simply entertainment for the masses, culture
was a factor of national liberation, of African unity and of dignity in
international relations. It alone could guarantee endogenuous development
rather than the mere transfer of external models.

- 20 -
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III. CULTURAL TRAITS AND SITUATIONS
Any cultural cooperation programme contemplated by the ACP and EEC
should take account of the cultural traits of the various national groups.
1. AFRICA
As Amadou Mahitar M'Bow, Director-General of UNESCO pointed out,
the first festival of negro arts in Dakar in 1965 and the fi~at.penM
African cultural festival in Algiers in 1969 revealed the convergence
of African cultures and the solidarity that binds tae peoples of that
continent despite racial, ethnic and language differences. These
festivals provided an opportunity to assert African cultural identity
and showed how necessary it was at a time when the culture of our continent was coming to the fore to define the concept of 'culture' in order
to better present African cultures, in their past, present and future
forms. The festival of tiegro arts in Lagos provided the peoples of
Africa with a further opportunity to assert their cultural identity and
display their wealth of cultural values to the whole world.
Black Africa, which civilization claims has no written culture,
possesses thousands of languages and dialects and oral traditions of
abundant depth and variety. Despite this multiplicity of languages, there
are demographically important linguisticc:Pmmunities whose languages serve
as a means of communication with people who use them as their second,
third or fourth language as well as bilingualism in African and European
languages. Alongside the very ancient African oral literary tradition
with its very elaborate mythologies and cosmogonies, there exists a
written tradition in regions marked by the influence of Islam: for
instance, SWahili literature,in Arabic script whose most ancient manuscripts date from the 17th century, literary works written in the languages
of the colonisers since the 18th century, and a powerful modern literary
trend in both African and European languages which, in the latter case, refuses
justifiably to be treated as an exotic extension of F·reaeh~.··~{~·~'·or
.
En_g!i_sh lJ_t~_;:_atur_E'!.

..

------·~--,------~

Africa's contact with foreign civilizations has enriched it
Africa has contributed to the Aztec, Mayan
internally and externally .
and Incan civilizations of pre-Columbian America, to the new Afro-American
traditions that have developed in Brazil, Surinam, the Caribbean, the West Indtes
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and the North American continent. American

Ja:~z,

one of the most original

creations of this tradition, has considerably influenced modern western
music even in its most classical form.'African art has left its mark
on the works of Braque, Modigliani, Zadkine, Picasso, Vlaminck and
Derain.
Western criteria of judgement and reference have led to a
restrictive, functionalist and determinist interpretation of African art
that credits the African artist with none of the aesthetic preoccupations
or creative liberty that are nevertheless the components of African
art.
Through its association with the phenomenen of civilization of
nature since the dawn of the 20th century, Negro art has had a major
influence upon the advent of cubism, the most outstanding artistic
experiment in the first quarter of the 20th century which has inspired
all modern art movements and in turn influenced the architecture and
industrial aesthetics of the 20th century.
African dances have also had a marked influence on avant-garde
choreographic innovations'in the West.
Under the influence of African sculpture, the greatest of all
African art, Western sculptors have simplified forms and combined space
and mass.
In traditional Africa, art and the artist are an integral part of
the community, and no distinction is made between art and craft; music
and dance are part of daily life. Interpretation of African oral traditions
and arts, long the preserve of western anthropologists, ethnologists,
musicologists and

critics, has now been taken in hand by the Africans

themselves. As there is no community in the whole of the African continent
that does not have its own music, Africa has a variety of rhythms and
instruments that are still being discovered and ought to be recorded.
The questioning of the musical score in the west has led to increased
study of African forms of musical expression and its polyrhythmic and
polyphonic characteristics.
The organization of political and legal life as a phenomenon of
civilization has long been underestimated by the West.
The kingdoms and empires of pre-colonial Africa had institutions that
applied the principles of sovereignty, territorial integrity and noninterference in the affairs of other states. Modern anthropology has
revealed that so-called primitive societies had social structures
comparable to those of today.
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As every culture has its share of knowledge, Africa also possesses
scientific and technological knowledge that must be reactiv,ted, updated
and developed. Traditional African medicine for instance is beginning to
be recognized and the concern for therapy of the body and mind apparent
in African artistic expression is in keeping with modern psychiatric
thinkinq.
The African Cultural Charter adopted by the OAU Heads of State
and Government at the Port-Louis summit in 1976 was based on the
Declaration of the principles of international cultural cooperation
adopted by the UNESCO General Conference at its 14th session in }$66,..:}
the Algiers Pan-African Cultural Manifesto (1969) and the Inter-governmental Conference on cultural policies in Africa (1975).
Noting that cultural domination had led to the depersonalization of
some African peoples, historical falsification and systematic disparagement of African values, the Heads of State and Government repeated the
preoccupations and principles expressed at the Accra Conference in this
Charter.
2. ACP countries in the Caribbean
The authentic native races, such as the Arawaks and Caribs, were
largely wiped out and left only a modest cultural heritage. Those cultures
which did emerge were the cultures of the African slaves and hired Indians
transported to the region by the homeland governments to work in the sugar
and indigo planatations and elsewhere. So the cu,lture of the Caribbean is
the result of the confrontation and interpenetration of the culture of
African slaves, hired Indians and other immigrants (the most important
elements being the Chinese, Syrians and Lebanese) and the cultures of the
imperialist powers. After centuries of confrontation and interpenetration
a cosmopolitan blend is beginning to emerge as the distinct culture of the
Caribbean: it embraces all the cultural movements which have shaped it and
is based predominantly on African and Indian influences.

..

..

Thus, down the years, the dominant cultures have been unable to overcome
the fierce resistance of the native and imported populations. This is particularly true with regard to the musical and rhythmic heritage of the black
Africans and American Indians. By one of time's revenges, the caribbean,
whose dance expressions and music have been severely repressed, has inspired
rhythms that have invaded the rest of the world and given birth to new forms
of musical expression such as the calypso, the steel band and reggae, to
mention the most well-known examples.
The interaction

of neighbouring cultures and racial mixing that

produces new social cultural groupings is a permanent source of enrichment
for these cultures.
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The ACP countries in the Caribbean coope1ate with each other under the
Treaty establishing CARICOM (Caribbean common market) on the development
of their culture.
known as CARIFESTA.

Under this agreement they organize a festival of arts
They also cooperate with non-ACP countries in the

region, in the Committee for Development and cooperation in the caribbean
(CDCC) .

In a constituent declaration, the Member States of the CDCC

expressed their determination to establish an autonomous Caribbean identity
and collaborate at sub-regional levels to overcome cultural barriers.
A joint CEPAL/UNESCO project is in train to promote a caribbean venture
to stimulate local production and the dissemination of cultural material
(printed and audiovisual) and reduce constraints on the financial resources
invested in the servicing of small isolated markets.

At multinational

level this project will constitute a viable, economic undertaking that will
mobilize the population and increase common appreciation of'the region's
cultural riches which have so far been neglected.
A network of centres is being set up for cultural promotion and
activities to cope with the special situation of the Caribbean, i.e. the
dichotomy between family units and communities that disseminate and hand
down culture and are involved in the process of socialization, and the
public institutions.

In the medium term the centres will deal with the

reinstatement and dissemination of cultural forms of expression and in
the long term with appreciation and mutual respect in the quest for cultural
integration.

3.

ACP countries in ~he -Pacif~c
There are ACP countries in Melanesia, Polynesia and Micronesia,

regions with large populations of different origin•~ These constitute
a cultural area with a large variety of traditions, customs and artistic
modes of expression which although not homogeneous have certain similarities
and affinities.
The ACP countries in the Pacific region are linked above all by
their common and painful expsrience of colonization which has had adverse
effec~on

their ways of life, oral traditions and traditional arts.

Their art forms which bear witness to great creativity, seen by the
missionaries as external expresssions and dangerous vehicles of paganism
or regarded as inconsistent with the development required by the colonial
administrations, were suppressed or eliminated except in some regions
where they were jealously protected, for instance, in Papua-New Guinea
whose inhabitants have been able to preserve most of their traditional
values.

- 24 -
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The music and rhythms of these countries have had less difficulty
in surviving. The vestiges of their plastic arts bear witness to great
originality.
Their cults, masks, cult objects, sculpture, dances,

to~mis~

·

and oral literature have certain affinities with the rites and traditions
of Africa.
The ACP countries in the Pacific that have become independent
relatively recently participate alongside other countries of the region
in the South Pacific Festival of the Arts aimed at preserving and
promoting their intrinsic human values and traditional heritages as
well as the cultural qualities that are the essence of the Pacific.
In their efforts· to consolidate their fragile independence they·attach
the highest importance to asserting their cultural identity •

• J
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4. Europe
Europe offers a great wealth of culture founded not on homogeneity but
on the diversity of its different facets.
It has absorbed elements of
the great cultural movements of Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Ancient Greece,
Rome and Byzantium.
Many of the ideas which have exerted and still exert an influence on the
course of the world have come from Europe.
Despite the exacerbation caused
by nationalist movements, the excesses of individualism and the splits
inherent in superrationalism (itself the product of alienation of the
irrational and the reflective consciousness) creative European thought,
incorporating both continuity and innovation, is strongly present in the
arts and sciences and influences the course of events.
Europe's writers
and thinkers, a step in front of the politicians, have always been ahead of
their time.
They have perceived changes and radical alterations and their
effects on society.

Although European thought has given rise to certain

excessive historical events,
inconsistencies and aberrations, it does
have the power and resilience to nurture the germ of revival even at times
of menace and decline.
Western culture is passing through a crisis - people even talk of a
'post-culture'.
Urbanisation, excessive automation, and s;9antism
~ed

oave-

to a questioning of the concept of progress based on growth and consumption
By destroying the fundamental balances, technological civilisation has
created the problem of environmental pollution and degradation, caused
generation splits, broken up families and left youth out on a limb where in
the face of military and bureaucratic regimes and utopias of technocratic
liberalisation, it has taken refuge in a standardised pop culture. ~·,
uncontrolled and wrongful development of data processing and cybernetics·
places a great strain on individual liberties.

The triumphalist notion of a superior western culture reposing on the
domination of other races or continents has now been refuted.
We are increasingly witnessing exhibitions of self-derision and self-accusation and
at the same time a nee-primitivism which is condemned ae an escape from the
irreversible process of modernisation which is ineffectual since it neither
liberates nor activates new energy.
On the other hand the usages, rites and myths obliterated by official
culture which are akin to customs and rites of other parts of the world
been upgraded and we see minorities militant in defence of their
cultural heritage and the preservation of their identity.
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----- ------ --In Europe, as in Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific, there is the problem
of tradition and modernism which has led certain intellectuals to recommend
'a transfusion of the vitality and modes of feeling of the Third World' which
would inspire Europe with new strength.
At the same time this decline should not be confused with the rejection
of elitist and bourgeois values according to which culture and erudition,
and culture and participation in intellectual pleasures were considered
synonymous.
Europe's great fortune however is to have thinkers, writers and artists who
watch over it and denounce its faults. They are not numerous but their message
has far-reaching consequences.
not reject progress;

While advocating a return to nature, they do

they are only protesting at man's subordination to

technology and believe in the reactivation of the true values of civilisation 7
they recommend a dialogue between cultures which, far from putting a brake on
the process of modernisation, would allow Europe to reinstate the integrity
of man, recover its sense of true values and take charge once again of its
own destiny.

The inter-governmental conference on cultural policies in Europe
held in Helsinki from 19 to 28 June 1972, in which all the Member States
of the Community participated, acknowledged that (recommendation 2l)a
positive and thorough study of the content of the cultures of the peoples
of Asia, Africa and Latin America, and broad dissemination of these
cultures amongst the peoples of Europe are two of the main objectives
of international cultural cooperation, and recommended the Member States
to:(1)

step up their efforts in the cultural field through bilateral

(2)

and multilateral arrangements7
facilitate the development of cultural relations between the
European countries and developing countries on the basis of
the principles of the respect of national sovereignty and

••

independence, non-interference in international affairs and
(3)

equality and mutual interest7
to grant the developing countries the aid required for the
flourishing of their national cultures and the execution of
the most important pilot projects in the field of culture,
taking account of the essential needs of these countries and
respecting at all times the unique nature of these cultures
which represent a large part of the common heritage of humanity7
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(4)

to take, together with the devel01)ing countries, the measures
required to:
(a)

preserve the cultural heritage and popular traditions of
these countries with a view to creating a harmonious balance
between traditional culture and modern civilisation:

(b)

encourage

exchanges of works of art with the developing

(c)

countries, according them special facilities, in order
to establish cooperation on a basis of equality:
publicise their cultural traditions and the achievements
of their modern cultural life:

(d)

endeavour to promote, together with the developing countries
the conditions for a genuine dialogue which would enable
them to make available to the developing countries the
often enriching assets of their own heritage:

(5)

to grant universities and scientific research institutions
the support required for the study of the cultures of

(6)

developing countries:
to send the developing countries, via national exchange
centres, copies of publications, particularly of a scientific
or technical nature.

All the Member States of the Community, having subscribed to these
principles and proposals, should consequently give concrete expression
to them in a programme of cultural cooperation with the ACP countries,
in addition to their efforts in UNESCO where because of·the inaoequ~cy of
resources for the range of measures to be taken, and has been thinned down.
In the spirit of the successive European summit meetings of Heads
of State and Government since 1969 which have conceded that economic
expansion may not be an end in itself and that there is a need for action
in the cultural sphere, the Community, recognising that the European
cultural sphere is not limited to the territory of the Ten and the applicant
States and that it is impossible to establish a European cultural policy,
has decided on Community action in the cultural sector, with the aim of
making Community citizens more aware of the cultural dimension of Europe
not by providing a substitute for the Member States' international cultural
relations services or by centralising these services, but by making a
contribution to exchanges of cultural activities aimed to help the people
of the Community to get to know each other better •
In the light of this development it appears that, quite independently
of any legal arguments for or against the Community's authority under the
Treaty of Rome as regards a common cultural policy, and in view of

the~ct

that the Community has already committed itself to a course of cultural
activity at Community level, it could extend this activity to its cultural
relations with the ACP without in any way waiving its basic principles or
interfering with the independence of its Member States.
- 28 -
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IV. ACP/EEC CULTURAL COOPERATION-AS A COMPLEMENT TO BILATERAL CULTURAL
COOI?ERATION
1.

Bilateral cultural cooperation
Bilateral cultural cooperation between the industrialized countries

and the developing countries was for a long time seen as an act of paternalism
or evangelism:

now it is often criticised as nee-imperialism and the natUre

of such cooperation and the activities involved are increai!Jin.qlybe:.i.nqorallaef~·l.into
question not only by the recipient countries but also by the donor countries.
At the same time it is still marked by self-interest and a desire to influence
and maintain a 'presence'.

Although proposals now take account of the reci-

pient countries' needs, the bilateral cooperation agreements are weighted
towards the dissemination of western cultures rather than receptiveness to
the cultures of the developing countries.
There remains a marked disparity between, on the one hand, activities of
a cultural nature such as the consignments of films and books which are
vehicles of European thought and, on the other, measures to support the production of films and publishing of books and the setting-up of structures to
promote the native culture of these countries.

As regards the dissemination

in the donor countries of cultural products emanating from the recipient
countries there is very insufficient reciprocity if any at all in relation to
the dissemination of products from the donor countries.

Of course, the

institutes, cultural centres, schools and grammar schools established in
the ACP countries are not without interest and recognition is due to the
initiatives taken by these institutions in presenting events featuring ACP
culture.
Nor should we belittle the contribution made by cultural, scientific
md

tech~ical

activities, especially when they fit in with development

cooperation programmes.
The cultural and technical cooperation activities of the Member States

..

generally follow along the lines of activities in the context of economic
and commercial relations which developed during the colonial period.
Although the cultural activities of Member States encompass other countries
which were not under their wing during the colonial era, cultural cooperation
is still concentrated on the countries which they colonized or with which
they have a special relationship.
Even if the cultural cooperation agreements take account of the need
for changes and work in favour of the opening up of their frontiers to
manifestations of ACP culture, the effects remain very extremely limited.
Moreover exhibitions and festivals in which an ACP country or a group of
ACP countries participate are generally directed at a specific, limited
public.
- 29 -
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ACP culture·, even if expressed through the medium of European l•nguages,
is considered to be marginal.

There is no collective national awareness

within the Member States and even less a collective European awareness of
ACP cultural values.

The flow of information between the countries of the

community arid the ACP is very one-sided.
In~spite

of its inadequacies, bilateral cultural cooperation must be

continued and intensified as much as possible.

It is, also, a matter to

be settled between governments and it is for the negotiators of thes·e
C!lgree:ments to reevalute them jointly and to reorganize them on the basis of
the needa and the capacity to help of the countries concerned.
2.

Cultural co?peration on a multilateral basis between the ACP

and.:e:e:c·

Cultural cooperation already exists between the Member States of the
Community and the ACP countries under the umbrella of such organizations as
UNESCO, UNICEF and other cultural institutions.

Direct cultural cooperation

between the ACP and EEC could complement existing multilateral cooperation,
in which aid is diluted, and bilateral cooperation, which is useful but
inadequate, both as regards its scope and as regards the number of ACP
countries to which it is addressed, it would make it possible to provide
better coordination of cooperation activities and to integrate them into
planning and the development process.

This would be a more neutral form

of cooperation than bilateral cultural cooperation.

It would help to

create a more effective and dynamic network of exchanges.

. It would also

enable all the ACP countries to benefit from Community aid and support, and
bring wider dissemination of certain manifestations of culture and facilitate
certain cultural activities which at present cannot be envisaged under
bilateral cooperation because of the large amount of money required.
I i it was conceived and implemented with respect for cultural identity

and national sovereignty, with the aim of increasing the ambit and intensity

of exchanges while taking account of the needs and aspirations of the ACP
countr~es, ACP/EEC cultural cooperation would considerably strengthen the
ties of freindship and solidarity which exist between the partners in the
Second Lorn~ Convention.
V.

CULTURAL ASPECTS OF THE SECOND LOME

CONVENTIO~

To define the spheres which lend themselves to cultural cooperation between
the ACP States and the EEC, it is quite logical to look first of all at the
text of the Lorn~ Convention and to examine what possibilities it offers.
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...:~

The preamble of the

Lorn~

n Convention states the resolve of the

Contracting Parties to 'reinforce, on the basis of complete equality between
partners and in their mutual interest, close and continuing cooperation in
a spirit of internatio~al solidarity'.
The preamble records the determination
of the signatories to '.intensify their efforts together for the economic
development and social progress of the ACP States, and to ensure the well-being
of their populations' and to ' demonstrate their common desire to maintain
and develop the friendly relations existing between their countries, in
accordance with the principles of the United Nations Charter' and to •continue
and intensify their efforts to establish a model for relations between developed
and developing states which is compatible with the aspirations of the international
community towards the establishment of a new, more just and more balaneed
international economic order'.

The concepts conveyed in these clauses are

very close to cultural cooperation without actually mentioning it.

The

provisl.ons of the Convention itself have no direct bearing on cu.ltt:L.Cal relcd.:icns ..
One of the provisions of Title

V -

Industrial Cooperation - is the airi:

{set out in Article 66 (e)) of helping the ACP States to identify, evaluate
and select technologies required for their development and to develop the.ir
efforts to increase their capacity in applied research for adaption of technology to their specific needs and for training in industrial skills at all
levels.

Here the taking into account of their specific conditions necessarily

includes their cultural identities and socio-cultural environments.
To attain the objective stated in Article 66 (e), Article 71 stipulate~
that ti:.e commu!1ity is prepared to contribute to (a) the establishment and.

strengtnening of industry-related scientific and technical infrastructures
in the ACP States;

(b)

deve lo-~>ment progr21rmne s:

the definition and implementation of research and

and (c) the identification and creation of possibilities

of coll~boraticn a~c~y res~arch institutes, institutions of
and undertakings of ACP States.

h~~har

Jearnins

The Community and the ACP States have extended the promotion of research
to the adaptation and dissemination of appropriate technology as well as
training and cooperation in the energy
!'\Ccount

se~tor

(Article 76 (f)) and have takem

of the no3ed to implement measures to minimize the negative effect

of energy prorluct.ion on the environment as ~..Jell as to promote environmental ~-Y
po~itiv•

projects.

Title VI
rel~ti:::m3

Agricultural Cooperation - also has a bearing on cultural

since its provisions refer mainly to rural denr"'lopment end prov:i.de

inte1:, alio for t:.hE.l transfer of appropriat.c t0chnology and thf'1 pr.atflfetion of.
the er.vironment {Article 83(2) (c)), greater control for populations over their
technical and economic environment:, the social and cultural development of the
rural community, in particular through integrated health and educational schemes
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(Article 83 ( 2) (e)), projects involving in particuJ ar .Peasant family holdings
{Axticl~

and cooperatives

environment~]

84(a)),

,

protection through the

aevalol.Jment of fo . t>::si:.ry .cesom:·ce.s, applied agrom.omic and livestock research

projects(Article 84(i)) and trainlng (Article 84(j)).
Article 88 provic1es for the dissemination by a Technical Centre for
Coop~raticn

Agricultural and Rural
{Article 83 (2) (a))

of scientific and technical information

the r:•rr;iard.sat.ion of meetings bet'\\·ean research

.r

ext-"'~nsion !')ersonn~ 1

and ::;r.:c•?.J.::ts .for tr;"'in:Ln':J and

workers

to the information they

need.
Under Rt:gic.:na1 c:)vpe-.:crc:l.cn (Chapter 8 of Title VII ·- Financial and
Te<.:hnical coeper~tion)·- .Axtir:l€ 133 has as one of its objectives (para l{g))

ths

strengthe~ing

cooperation and

of

z2ticns sat up by the ACP States to promote regienal

intag~ation.

The scope of rogi.onal
(l~rticle

operation shall includfl in particular
'!!lpp.lied tO SUCh

C'f)Opcrr:~+-i'""1 (['~"Co

the estal:·.'L::',.s hme nt-

ir.

tou..:r.Lsm~

r_1

f

JC· !. Y1t·

·1. ':"'• \it.

Cocpel~;:;ticr:

suppcrt

develcprre:c,t~

craft

itUt~OnS

training~·,,

·'

Of advanCEd tee ht~Olcgy and COOperation

basis.

~eg1onal

The genet· & 1 pr·c-·l .sic 1:2
Technical

135) research and technology

educat:ion. and

1

interregional co-

incl•Jding th0 establishment or strengthening of tourist promotion

centres on a

cooperatLOD,

l {d))

C~nd

( \;hc:;rte:r

i~~c~

~;:-:·-:-·

·::raL:-i117
01·

Article 94r,2)

tr:.:~+~

of a general nature,

fo1·

f~n::Jnc::;:::1.

sha.ll be eligible fo:r

l1r':'.icl~

fo~

pt,::>gramrning and regional

~nv{ronmental

protection,

:eci .sc)entif:l(' -res(:.r.):ch and applied technology,
and the

trar:;~cfet

tJ.:ain.i.ng purpt)&es,

~nd

par~icu~arly

given specific mention in

tourism,

:' nnc)vc}t~on

technological adapt0tiD!"'
sttp.l a::es

~lia.

on Finane .ia 1 and

sE-~<·t j o~

the

p:tc::.r·itie~

includ': in the
f~r.

'~f

T

of tecbnolc9y (.;irticle 93)

aw<1ra holders and trainees

techn:t.cal coopr::-ration.

in the field of training.

'l'raining is

141 whic!.1 states that training activities

may be based on multilateral prog£ammes.

These programmes shall take account

of the aducational and vocatLonal training priorities formulated by the ACP
Slates and the training
E~t?f.f:,

~~

sL~ff,

nnLably

middl~

rr~nag~ment

and technical

associated ~··'t.th +:h·"' 0 ~fff":""··_,et: developmer,+- pro_i~]c+s hAin::r financed by

the Community.

In tris n::osr.ect -reference is

Council of Ministers
ACP States to takG

to t.1ke ove1· frort1

~~1

.i~"' N';:-rJob.i

the

nP.e~~ary

te'=hni,:-~1

Technical cooperation
achieved

hP1~

i~

t~P

m~de

to the meeting of .1\CP/EEC

on 8 and 9 May 1980 which invited the
measures for the

;J'.'~:h~t3nr.'e

as provided

fiold of training

i~

tta~nl~g

of local staff

A:::··ticle 141 (3),

(~rticle

141(4V is to be

through~

(a) awards to

nat~orals

or the

~CI

courses;
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(b) the provision in the ACP States of experts and instructors who are
nationals of the Member States or the ACP States, for specific
assignments and for limited periods;

(c 1 the organization of seminars, training and advanced training courses
for nationals of the ACP States;
(dl the supply of teaching, instructional, experimentation, demonstration
and research equipment;
(e) collaboration between training or research establishments

~nd

universities in the Member States and corresponding bodies in the
ACP States.

(This provision, which was not contained in Lome I,

will make it possible to raise the level of teaching and research
and to carry out programmes in support of development).
Another major innovation is the possibility of establishing tnangular
cooperation between ACP States, the Community and non-ACP developing countries,
under which ACP nationals could be sent to other developing countries for
special training particularly adapted to the needs of the ACP States.
Chapter 12 of the section on Financial and Technical Cooperation
provides for the financing of micro-projects making (Article 146(2)) an
economic and social impact on the life of the people and activities in the
ACP States such as:

primary schools, training colleges, craft industires,

social assistance centres and community centres.
The provisions of the Lome Convention are closely or distantly connected
with the question of cultural cooperation although this cooperation was not
uppermost in the minds of the ACP negotiators.

The actual effects of the

Lome I I Convention on cultural cooperation questions fall far short of the
~spirations

of the ACP States as a whole.

The bulk of the aid will have

to go to rural development and the establishment or strengthening of infrastruct~res

which is an essential priority for the ACP States.

The conclusion must be that a rational and coordinated programme of cultural cooperation which can give a new impulse to the development of the ACP
.~

States has not been written into any of the various parts of the Convention.

-
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HowevEr, in the context of the implementation of the provisions of the
Lom~

II Convention, the ACP States should give maximum attention to the

ClJl.t:ural dimension of development in the formulation of their requests,

as should the Community in replying to these requests.

tT;erits the particular

attt~nlion

This question

of the parties concerned and should

be considered in detail in tiw appropriat.e bodies.

1.

CLltural tourism
Tourism is recognised as one of the essential factors in the

produc·tion of goods and services, the creation of employment and the
earning of foreign currency

but in the disorganised and irrational

practic~

at least, it has tended to become a purely

form it assumes in

cornmercial undertaking to tne exclusion of socio-cultural aspects .. and
has increasin9ly become open to reservations, doubts, rethinking and
condemnation by the international corrtmu.ni ty.

Inde.ed the confinement. of tcurists in ghettos of ostentatious luxury,
which ('Cntras:t :3C2llidolously ·.-Ji'i.::.b the living conditions of the local
popuL.1tior.s, ana the distortion, soci;::1l havoc, cultural despoliation

and ecological devastation of· the host. count.t:·y_ cance.ls::,O\&t. the bene:fi ts
of this important line of development.

Historical, religious and
cultural sites and the architectural heritage attract attention more for
their external physical attributes than for what they represent as the

expression of foreign culture.
The id"3a ot • cultural tourism' which would not mrerlook the reality

oi" ether ways of life and Wi!ich would be guided by the sincere wish to
understand other peoples and the way they live is increasingly gaining
ground.

The world to•.:trism conferAnce neld in Manila from 27 Septemb:er

to 10 October 1980 had as its prime aim the clarification of the true
naturo of tourism in the context of the contempo.r·ary human, social,

educaticDe~:1

cultural and political life of national and international co.rrununitie~?.

and had on its agenda items such as

'the new objectives',

'man

as~

the protagonist on vacation' and 'the development c-~1: human x:·esourc~s ·
The confarent:e agreed that non-material elements should predominate O".rer.

technical and material elements.

:::~nd

These non-material

ele~ent3

includg:

:respect fc.c his iden·tity ard digr.dty

(d)

-cha 1iberi1tion of rr.r:m,

(e)

t:he aff.:trmation of the oricp.nality of cultures and respect fr::r tb.~

moral p atrimcn<:.' oi peoples.
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The following points included in the declaration on world t0urism
adopted by the conference are relevant to deliberations on the cultural
cooperation between the ACP and the EEC:

the development of human

resources through training and information;

the use of local resources

and construction techniques which are less expensive and harmonise more
readily with the local environment;
of artistic and natural resources;
educative value of tourism;

the conservation and development
the promotion of the idea of the

the protection of species of flora and fauna

in the interests of future generations; communication between visitors,
residents of the host country and tourist personnel.
Initiatives in these fields come under the policies of the host
countries themselves, but the Member States of the Community could
help, in the context of their activities in respGnse to ACP requests,
to publicize the tourist attractions and potential of the ACP States,
and the cultural wealth of their populations, and encourage the flow
of investments a.nd tourists into the ACP, thus making an increased
contribution which would have a positive effect on socio-economic
development.

Events devoted to ACP culture could be held in EEC

countries, and the exploitation of the possibilities offered by the
media would help to a.ttain these objectives.

Cultural cooperation activities can often have beneficial
commercial effects for the donor countries.
The ACP countries, with a total population of more than 250
million, play a negligible role in industrial production related to
cultural development.

They still import and consume a considerable

quantity of foreign cultural products which they cannot produce
themselves. This imbalance in trade between the EEC' and the ACP is
illustrated by the table at the end of this chapter.
Most of the books used in · the ACP come from other countries and
are ill-adapted to African life.

La.ck of capital, plant and the

necessary raw materials make them very dependent on imports.

These

countries have a great need of books adapted to their own living
conditions, for elementary, primary, secondary and higher education
and

for out-of-school teaching.

They also need teaching materials

such as maps, charts, slides and films and
for radio and television.

autochthonou~

equipment

All these are essential tools for the

development of the human resources necessary for their countries'
future.
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Some of the aid granted by the Member States and the Community
should be devoted to the installation of production centres to make
cultural, teaching and scientific materials (on a regional basis to
ensure that they pay for themselves\.
given

~o

Encouragement should be

the establishment of factories for assembling and producing

radio and television receivers.

Greater support should also be

given :o the dissemination in the Community countries of ACP literary
and artistic

wor~and

films.

>.
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4903
4904
4905
4911
5803

Children· s picture books and painting
books, etc.

Music, printed or in manuscript

Naps and printed globes

Other printed matter, including printed
pictures and photographs

Tapestries (of the type Gobelin,
Aubusson, etc.)

9906

Antiquities

1145
12012

-

-

134652

664

2815

225

494

320

-

1003

26554

231

802

259

-

170

707

-

137

-

-

16907

-

327

306
3302
71583

EEC
exports

'--------------------------- · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----------1-------·-· ·-· - -

9905

Collections
Total

9904

Postage stamps lphilately)

Paintings, drawings and pastels
9901
Original engravings, ~rints and lithographs9902
Original sculptures and statuary
9903

Works of art, collectors' pieces and
antiquities:-

92

4902

Newspapers

Musical instruments, including
gramophone records

4901

105
214

imports

1979
-Community

TRJ,!)E __ IN PRODuCTS_ Of' A CULTDRAL NATURE BE'IWEEN THE EEC Ah'D THE ACP STATES

Books

..

~-- -~~---~--·j

3.

Intra-ACP cultural cooperation
The Georgetown Agreement formally establishing the Group of ACP States

defines as one of the objectives of the Group 'to contribute to the development
of greater and closer trade, economic and cultural relations amongst
developing countries in general
The Declaration adopted by the ACP Council of Ministers in April 1977
in Fiji and known as the Suva Declaration defined a Programme of Action
comprising six major sectors of cooperation one of which was cultural,
scientific and educational cooperation.
The programme contemplated the establishment of educational, scientific
and cultural exchanges, the initial steps in the realization of these
measures being taken at regional cooperation level.
Tha Intra-ACP Work Programme and Budget for 1981 approved in December

1~80

by the ACP Council of Ministers on the basis of the Montego Bay Plan of action
adopted by the council earlier in 1980 comprises the following in respect of
Intra-ACP cultural cooperation:
(a) a Seminar on Cooperation in Education, Research and Training to identify
specific areas for cooperation efforts in those sectors,
(b) an ACP University Directory covering information on all ACP institutions
of higher learning,
(c) the launching of an ACP newsletter, and
(d) an Intra-ACP Scholarship Exchange Programme started in 1978, the objective
of which is to enhance understanding and training opportunities for ACP
nationals by providing reciprocal exchange programmes.
The ACP and the Community could jointly examine ways and means of
providing within the framework of the

Lorn~

II Convention assistance to the

Intra-ACP programme of action in respect of cultural cooperation.
4.

?ducatton and training

..

(a) The role of education in the context of development
One of the principal tasks facing the ACP countries, together with all
the other developing countries that have inherited a colonial system of education, is that of erecting a bridge between the re-rooting of young people
in their cultural environment and making them receptive to the modern
technology which is necessary for development.
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Although thenational authorities accept that. education must be a basic
element in development, in the way it transforms mentalities and behavioux.
and although culture is increasingly recognised as a pivot of development,
international development strategy concentrates on the economic aspects to
the detriment of cultural characteristics.

This phenomenon is probably

due to the fragmentation of international negotiations on development.
Social

~nd

cultural imperatives do not link up well with the demands of

economic development which is seen as the sole objective.
The population explosion prevailing in pre-industrial societies means
that a growing proportion of the national revenue has to be spent on food,
housing and clothing, leaving less for the health, education and also
cultural sectors.
The absence or inadequacy of education leads in turn to undernourishment, which is the most serious problem facing the developing countries.
More importance should be attached, in school and other education, to the
production of food commodities and to nutritional science.
'I'hought should be given to the need, in the education sector, to adapt
imported institutions and systems which are the vehicles of modern
scientific knowledge or other modes of feeling, thinking and existing,
to take account of the socio-cultural and institutional realities of the
education system, situation and traditional values of the host country.
The imposition of external models causes extroversion, distortion and
alienation, the root of which is to be sought not in the incompatibility or
lack of communication between cultures but rather in tie lack of comprehension
of the interaction between man and his environment, the stifling of
traditional knowledge and contempt for indigenous technologies although they
have stood the test of time.
Cultural values play a central role in the sphere of education which
it.self should be integrated into development, with the full material and
spiritual flowering of man as its final objective.

A fragmentary policy

which failed to assign to culture its due role in this process would expose
the human personality to mutilation and emasculation.
The education system which has been established in the ACP countries,
moulded as it is on western models and consumer societies, presents problems
with regard

~o

the enormous cost of its extension, its lack of adaptation to

national resources and labour requirements and tne fact that it is out of

touch with the expression of national cultures.
required:

Major teaching reforms are

there is an urgent need for education and training initiatives

integrated into development activities and better geared to employment
prospects (since the mismatch between training and employment possibilities
ofren leads to social tensions) and for closer and more sustained integration
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between education and training activities and activities in support of information and the dissemination of national cultures.

A remedy must be found

to the discrepancy between economic and cultural elements by way of an
increased effort in the cultural sphere, collective measures to make people
aware of the problems of national development and the encouragement of a
sense of civic responsibility and greater and more judicious use of
communication media (radio, press, television and cinema).
(b) TraJ.ning
As part of the implementation of the first

Lorn~

resources were allocated to education and training.
training.

Convention, 11% of EDF
Some 5% went on

10,000 scholarships for studies and training courses were

awarded to ACP nationals, two thirds of these being for studies and training
courses in the home country and one third in Europe and other ACP countries
(thus favouring horizontal cooperation).
of

Lorn~

At any one time during the term

I there were, generally speaking, between 1,000 and 1,500 ACP students

and traJ.nees in Europe, a very small number in relation to the real needs of
the ACP countries.
For EDF scholarship-holders, private students and holders of wwards
granted for studies and training courses under bilateral cooperation agreements
between the Member States and the ACP, the Commission organizes information
seminars in Brussels designed to acquaint them with the problems of the
Community's relations with the third world.

In future the programmes for

these seminars should preferably be worked out jointly by the ACP and the
EEC, and ACP representatives and experts should take an active part in the
seminars to allow the ACP countries to put their points of view on the themes
discussed.
Training courses should be arranged in the ACP countries for European
academics, to give them the opportunity to acquaint themselves with the
situation in these countries.

Such courses should also be organized for

European experts to prepare them for their work in connection with development
aid projects.
Education and training being the most profitable kind of investment,
the ACP should put aside more of the EDF aid for this purpose.
In view of
~e

inadequacy of the resources available and the priorities in thA sphere of

rural development and the development of infrastructure, the ACP and EEC
should iointly draw up education and training programmes encompassing several
ACP States which could be financed in the context of regional cooperation.
With regard to cultural cooperation, special attention should be given to
fue needs of the ACP as identified by the ACP countries themselves.
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The transfer and adaptation of technology present serious problems.
Those in Europe who are involved in the transfer of technology may have the
best intentions but they are not always capable of defining the real situat.icn
in the recipient countries and adapting technology to the socio-cultural
environment of these countries.
On the other hand the ACP countries do not have the necessary capability
to develop indigenous technologies or to assess, select and adapt western
technologies.

Training and information activities could be undertaken

jointly by the parties concerned in order to provide a solution to this
problem.
Joint research on the impact of development

on the environment

progr~es

and on socio-cultural conditions of the recipient countries and joint research
on the impact of certain local cultures on development programmes could be
very useful.

It could enable planners to avoid certain mistakes which have

disastrous consequences, both material and cultural.
Training should be stepped up to enable the ACP to derive the greatest
possible benefit from the possibilities offered by the
C.

Lorn~

Convention.

The situation of ACP students in the Community's MemberStates
This report on cultural cooperation would not be complete without a

reference to the situation of ACP students in the Member States of the
Community.
In France the Imbert decree imposes on students from countries outside
the Community, with the exception of scholarship holders, new entrance
requirements for universities (prior enrolment, from which even those
students who have obtained a

'baccalaur~at'

from a French

'lyc~e'

outside

France are not exempt, preselection by a French national commission and
selection at university level after candidates have taken a French test):
this is a hard blow for ACP students who wish to pursue their university
studies in France.
Students are also required to prove adequate means not only when they
enrol but also at the beginning of each academic year.

••

According to the French authorities, these measures are designed to
impose stricter controls on enrolments, admission of students and their
situation in France.

However, their effect is to discourage able and

seriouE students from studying in France.
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In Belgium students from developing countries (108 countries are
designated as such on the basis of per capita GNP of $600 or less) were
entitled to grants on the same footing as Belgian students.
The total
earmarked for such grants was limited in the 1980 budget to Bfrs 800 million
although the sum needed to cover all the students from developing countries
at Belgian universities is Bfrs 950 million.

This ceiling of Bfrs 800

million will not be increased in 1981 and in 1982 grants will only be
payable to students from 41 countries with a per capita GNP less than
$200 and students at the third stage of university education.

65% of

the students enrolled in 1977, 1978 and 1979 will be kepton the list, but
from 1983 this section will be discontinued.

These measures have been

taken to limit the influx of foreign students into -:l.liiuat}."-'
In the United Kingdom the progressive increase in university fees
payable by foreign students has reached a ceiling because of the withdrawal
from the budget - as a result of restrictions on public spending - of the
'subsidies' for overseas students of the order of £100 million per annum.
As a result of this measure students have to pay their fees in full from
the start of the 1980/81 academic year.

This amount is much higher than

the university fees charged by similar institutions anywhere else in the
world.
The annual fees for overseas graduates and undergraduates in arts
subjects, who require no workshop or laboratory facilities, have gone
up by £2000 and the fees for studies requiring laboratory or workshop
facilities, for all science courses and the two first years of pre-clinical
medical
yea~s

courses have gone up by £3000, and fees for the third and further

have reached £5000.

and new 'resident'

students

At the same time students already on courses
who started their studies before 1980 will

pay around £1200 for undergraduate courses and £1550 for postgraduate courses.

In connection with this, a student who has resided for at least
three years in the United Kingdom will be classified as a resident,
but if he has been following a post-A-level course during these 'three
years the period will be regarded as a period of study and not as a
period of residence and he will consequently be treated as an overseas
student.

-
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The increase has had a very damaging effect on ACP students
studying at

~niversities

in the United Kingdom and has prevented a

very large number of students from developing countries,
students, from being able to attend UK universities.

includin~

ACP

This has

jeopardized the training programmes for executives and the

developm~

efforts of the ACP countries from which these students come.

The above facts clearly show that these measures are counter to .,,l·· ~.
the Member States have themselves agreed to do, in bilateral and

muli:.~.

lateral arrangements, to support aid for the education, culture and :-:"'
of the developing countries in general and to the ACP States in partic:l:.l.? •
~d

th which they are linked by a convention whose objective is to prorc,ctF.

the social and economic development of the ACP States.

The adoption by Member States of measures which incur increases
in education fees is a matter for which they alone are responsible, but
the consequences of recent measures are so far-reaching that they merit
the attention of the ACP/EEC authorities so that these policies can be
realigned with the interests of the parties concerned as soon as possible .

....
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VI. OTHER POSSIBLE AREAS OF COOPERATION BE'IWEEN THE ACP AND THE EEC
1. The return of cultural works to their country of origin or their

restitution if they have been illegally appropriated
Many of the ACP countries are among the count.ries which have beet1
dispossessed, in the course of their history, of their work• of art.
Despite the efforts undertaken since its inception by UNESCO, the
recovery of these works of art presents many complex problems of a
technical and legal nature.
A convention designed to prohibit the illicit importation, exportation or transfer of ownership of cultural works was adopted on
14 November 1970 at the sixteenth session of the General Conference.

In 1973 the United Nations General Assembly recognised the special
obligations incumbent on countries which have only had accesa to these
works by virtue of colonial or foreign occupation.
The nineteenth

session of the UNESCO General Conference held' in

Nairobi in 1976 decided, in the light of the work of a Committee of
experts which had met in Venice from 29 March to 2 April 1976, to set
up an IntergoYernmental Committee to facilitate bilateral negotiations for
the restitution or return of cultural works to countries from which they
had been removed.
The statutes of the Committee ·were approved by the UNESCO General
Conference held in Nairobi in 1979.
The Intergovernmental Committee to facilitate bilateral negotiations
for the return of cultural works to their country of origin or their
restitution in the event of illegal appropriation met at UNESCO head-,ruarters from 5 to 9 May 1980. The task entrusted to the Committee is to
constitute particularly representative collections of this heritage by the
return of some at least of the works lost. The Committee attempted to define
a code of ethics and to place the objective of the return of cultural
works in the perspective of the mainte-~ance, re.consitution and development
of the cultural identity of all peoples. The Committee formulated various
principles wh~ch can be summed up as follows:

(a)

each country wishing to consitute representative collections of its
cultural heritage should draw up in collaboration with ICOM and
UNESCO an inventory of the works on its own territory and an inventory of the works in other countries:

(b)

to put an end to illicit traffic in cultural works which continues

to impoverish the cultural heritage of all peoples, each State
should take appropriate administrative and legislative measures
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and ratify in particular the 1970 Convention on t.he'prohibition of
the illicit

impor~ation,

exportation or transfer of cultural

.

worl~~~

I

J

(c)

a form should be drawn up by the secretariat to
mation concerning

reques~

stan~dize

•'

infor-

1

for return or restitution and the obser-

vations of the Member States to wh·om these .requests are addressed, (, •{'·

-.~•

and be distributed to all the UNESCO Member and Associate Member

•l

states after approval by the Committee;

1

...
I

(d)

t

States involved in bilateral contacts should inform the Committee

',
I

;

and all the other Member States about progress made;
(e)
;

•

•

.i

interested Member States should coordinate all forms of cooperation
such as the sending-out of experts, the training of specialized
staff and provision of equipment;

(f)

in order to create a climate of mutual

compreh~nsion

''

'

and solidarity

t
(

•

which is indispensible for the realization of these objectives,
information campaigns should be run both in countries seeking the
return or restitution of works of culture and in the countries to
which their requests are addressed in order to make the people

,•

concerned aware of the importance of the protection and conservation
of their historical and artistic heritage and to make public opinion

...
'

in the holding countries aware of the situation so that they understand the reasons behind these requests.
The second meeting of the Committee is to take place in Paris in
September 1981. The UNESCO General Conference meeting in Belgrade in
August 1980 adopted the Committee's recommendations and expressed the
wish that the genuine dialogue which has been opened between all the
parties concerned should be continued and intensified and asked its
Director-General to implement as soon as possible the operational
measures worked out by the Committee. It is therefore desirable that
this question should be pursued in the institutional framework of UNESCO
which has set up the necessary concertation machinery and that activities

';

.

which have already been carried out successfully by certain ACP States,
vis-a-vis certain Member States of the Community shouJ,.d be continued. At

'

all events the Member States should undertake to do everything they can

•·

to give a favourable response to new requests addressed to them by ACP
States which meet the UNESCO criteria. At the same time those ACP States
and Member States which have not already ratified the Convention adopted
by UNESCO on 14 November 1970 should do so.

.

1
•.

In view of the very large number of works from the ACP countries which
are scattered around the museums, libraries and other institutions of the
Member States, the Community should undertake a complete inventory of all
these objects to enable the ACP to gain a full picture of the±r cultural
works in Europe.
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f

The legitimate efforts of the ACP Stat.es to construct museums or
similar establishments, to build up representative collections and to qive
local populations access to vestiges of their past should be energetically
supported as far as possible. At the same time the ACP States should be
given the necessary technical assistance for the scientific conservation
of their works of art and particular attention should be devoted to the
training of museologists and other technical staff required for this
purpose in the ACP States.
In this effort to reconstitute the national heritage of the ACP
States a very special place should be given to the upgrading of traditional
arts, and particularly crafts which for a long time formed one of

t~e

main occupations of local populations.
The Community could effectively aid the conservation of the cultural
heritage of the ACP by financing the sending of works of art affected by
insects, larvae or micro-organisms in wood, to the nuclear study centre
in Grenoble for gamma ray treatment. This solidification process which
is carried out at a very reasonable charge is particularly interesting
for the salvaging of objects from under-water excavations.
The

Community could also grant a number

of scholarships to ACP

students for specialized courses at the Centre for European Studies on
the conservation of the urban and architectural heritage at the College
of Europe in Bruges, the international centre for studies on the conservation and restoration of cultural works of the University of Rome and
the European Centre for the training of craftsmen to preserve the

archi~

tectural heritage, in Venice. Some courses could be reorientated to take
account of the specific needs of the ACP countries.
~-'

·

£'),Hpra 1, ,dp.t,a,..ha.nJ& __ ____ ___

. ___ - - - - - - - - _ ..

In a world marked by the dissemination of research and information

it is becoming a matter of increasing importance to assemble all the
information of interest to the development of cultures.
A desirable
''

development would be the creation of a bank of cultural data comprising
all the archives on the ACP countries which are scattered around the
Member States and particularly those which are of interest in connection
with the reconstitution of the history of the people of Africa, the
Caribbean and the Pacific.

Some of the Community's Member States do

not seem to want to return to their country of o~igin·arqp~~~Whibh
. ..
•' . .
. were
~-

taken away._ during the colonial
qive a

er~t..

However, these States always

r~ady

cG<U~"ltries

response to precise requests addressed to them by the
for which they were once responsible.
Apart from any action

which the Member States might be led to make at bilateral level or in
tl"'Ji framework of UNESCO they could a.ccept the idea of making available
to the ACP copies of documents of interest to groups of countr!l:es or
s1..b-rogions.
In a number of European universities major research relating to the
ACP countries has been carried out in recent years in the various
disciplines and numerous theses have been written on the arts and
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literature of the ACP countries.

It would be very

int.er.~~~uhg

to makti

a full inventory of all these researches and studies, to classify them
and make available to the ACP the fruits of these studies undertaken by
research workers and students from Europe or the ACP.
The cultural data bank could also collate all relevant informatiou
in the cultural field, such as dates and conditions of participation Iur
cultural events open to ACP artists and lists of associations or
institutions interested in cultural exchanges between the countries of
the community and the ACP.
3.

Information

(a) General considerations

.

Information is· recognized today as one of the essential elements of
culture and development. At international level, the information media
are still in the hands of monopolies which fail to stress the real
problems and aspirations of the developing countries, or even go as far
as to manipulate and confiscate information.
Cooperation between the ACP and the Community should encompass
cooperation in the field of information.
the Community have no power to influence

Although the Member States of
th~

media directly, they can take

some measures which would help to redress -the bala.nce in the flow of
information between the ACP and the EEC.

Ways and means should be sought

for fostering or increasing exchanges of information, films, and radio
and television productions between the ACP aud the countries of the
Community.

The Community's audio-visual services could expand their

activities by devoting a series of their productions •for tJ:;te·, ~~op~au
readers to -the ACP.
The services pf the c~asion 1 s
·/
. ,.
_.......... :_

development aid division could be

strengthen•~d.

ir"-.J~~ .......

The 'Courier' is a

publication which has made an appreciable contribution to providing its
readers with knowledge about the ACP States and should receive increased
financial and intellectual support which would enable it to improve its
presentation, extend its field of activities and increase its circulation.
Ir. this respect, increased participation by the ACP in the editing and
management of the 'Courier' would be desirable.

It could give a greate1.

place to the ACP's points of view on problems facing their countries and

...

reduce the space given to explanations of the achievements of the EDF,
'"'hich are out of all proportion to their importance and weighed down with
details which interest only a minority of readers.

In the past the

'Courier' has taken laudable initiatives as regards publicizing ACP
culture.

This policy should be supported with regular contributions

from tha ACP which would fill out the section devoted to cultural
ques~io?s: I~

view of the importance of providing European, and particu+arly

-
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tne general public, with 1nformat1on about the culture anct development
of the ACP, it would be desirable for the 'Courier' to appear not only
in French and English, but also in all the other Community languagc~s.
(b) Scientific and technical information
It is becoming increasingly evident that the exchange of scie11t:t f:i ":'
and technical information is a priority in, and a main vehicle of,
international cooperation and offers rich prospects for the future.
The countries of the community possess a wealth of scientific and
technical knowledge, both published and unpublished.

The organisation

and dissemination of scientific and technical information offer• a
field of action which can help to improve the living conditions of
the peoples of the developing countries by making available to them
recent scientific findings and making it possible to improve the
utilisation of resources in the development of technologies and their
industrial applications.
The United States, for example, possesses communication networks
and offers access to them even to applicants in geographically distant
regions:

it is prepared to grant access to the d~eloping.,.c:iluntries.

The Europe of Nine has organized a Community data network known as
EURONET.

France has its TRANSPAC network.

The MACRONET project

supported by UNESCO would enable developing countries to have access to
data bases established by the industrialized countries.
The British Library, the country's national library, is one of the
united Kingdom's major sources of information and offers facilities to
library users with a rapid and exhaustive service covering·m~~than·90% of
the reques~s received ·This service is used not only by the industrialized
countries but also by some seventy developing countries who use the
limited issue of order forms put at their disposal by the British Council.
The community and the Member States could considerably contribute
to the development of the ACP by placing findings in the scientific
fields and techniques relating to the life sciences at the disposal of
research workers, economists and politicians in the ACP in the form not
only of bibliographic data providing lists of references but also factual
data bases providing answers to specific qu~$~ions. This aiu
~
could provide a substantial contribution to the development of national
resources and the growth of productivity in the ACP countries.
The fragile structure of the documentary systems of the ACP hampers
tl".eir access to the knowledge available in the outside world which could
b~ of interest to them.
There is a lack of staff for assembling,

-
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synthesizing and programming the scientific and technical J.nformation
received.

The Community and the Member States could provide effective

aid by contributing to the training of engineers and technicians
specialized in information science and communication technology, and to
the establJ.shment of documentation systems, the allocation and consolidation of J.nstallations and technical material and finally the creation
of national organizations capable of implementing national scientific
and technical information policies.
4. Cultural exchanges between the ACP and the Community
After centuries of exportation by Europe of its cultural values
to the developing countries, it should be the Community's concern today
to give Europeans a better idea of the cultures of the ACP

countr~es.

Although one cannot deny the diversity and originality of the peoples
and regions of Europe, it would be extremely useful for the Community to
forster in its Member States a more open attitude to the cultural values
of the ACP and thus to redress the balance in the flow which has so far been
virtually one-way. It is only fair that the ACP cultures which have been the
object of denigration and discredit in the past should now be given greater
importance.
Some European universities already offer very interesting courses of
study in African civilization and languages. There are also programmes such
as the Programme of African Studies offered by the London University Institude of African and Oriental Studies, and the INALCO course in African languages in France. Some Member States already support the study of African
languages and culture in establishments which already exist or are being
created such as the Centre for African Studies and Research in Kenya and the
Centre for African and Arab Civilizations in Zanzibar and the University of
the South Pacific in Suva which has annexes in the other Pacific islands.
Such activities should be extended to include all the ACP States and should
be supported by the Community.
The Community could give assistance to universities and

iastrtute~

in Europe and the ACP countries which would be interested in devoting
specialized programmes of studies to the ACP countries. It is also essential
•>

that the history, geography and culture of the ACP States

sh~tld

be taught

in schools. Apart from some exceptions, the buraing issues of development

a~P

touched on at all except in university economic science courses.
The Community should also do everything in its power to improve the
social and cultural situation of students and workers from ACP countries
res1.ding in the Community. There are many practical ways in which intensive.
cultural cooperation could be achieved between the ACP countries and the EEC.
It would be possible jointly to produce and finance radio and television pro··
granunes to be broadcast in the various continents concerned. It should also
be possible to show more films produced in the ACP - many of which are of a

high artistic value - in cinemas, cultural and youth institutes in Europe.
-
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n·~t

l,,;c~',e

encouragement should be given to exhibition; c:ud, mc:.:e yeneral..Ly, •

d L:.

cultural events which could increase European knowledge o£ ACP cul. t:1 ..·

Or1e

successful example of this was the 32nd Book Fair held in ?rankfu:r:t/r-1 ..: ·.

from 8 to 13 October 1980. This Book Fair was devoted to llte.cature anu
publications from and about Africa; under the motto 'Africa - a blossu,lLi•ls
continent' African publishers were able to present their

worh~;~

dnd sem.itl·' ··

and talks were organized between African publishers and wri.ters anc1 t:ht:. ...
counterparts from other continents. It was a particularly great succe:-oP
because the principal meetings were regularly reported on

~n

t:he

~ultural

programmes of European television services.
The Community could also take measures to ensure that free movement
accorded to cultural works - where they are being moved

legiti~ately

that administrative and fiscal restraints are relaxed. The rights of

AC~

art.ists and technicians whose works are disseminated or performed in Mer.iber
States should be given the same protection as that accorded to cultural
workers in the Member States.
A large number of national and international non-gove:r:nmental organizations base•d in the Member States of the Community play quite an import<•""
role in the development sector. In the context of cultural cooperation

the~e

organizations could play a positive role if they were endowed with the
necessary financial resources. There are also a number of non-governmental
cultural organizations which could be given increased support to enable thero
to make a more effective contribution in the framework of cultural

cooperat.~.on

between the ACP countries and the Community.

5. Foundation for the promotion and dissemination of ACP culture
A foundation should be set up with the aim of promoting and
disseminating ACP culture.

It could be funded by contributions from

the Member States of the Community, voluntary contributions from the
ACP States, para-state or private institutions and individuals.
European firms with major trading links with the ACP could also be
asked to contribute as could European industrial undertakings with
branches in tne ACP.
This foundation could be administered by ACP and European
nationals on an equal footing.

Its activities within the framework

of the main objective would be defined by common agreement between the
Community and the ACP.

In order to guarantee -che autonomy required

f:n;: its proper operation, ACP or Community citizens called upon to

manage the foundation should be free of any political affiliation.
·rhe foundation could organize cultural events and promote the
·i c ssenunation of works by ACP artists and writers and publisr, booJ<s
.:1nd

docum;mts devoted to the history, arts and literature of tne ACP.

;:,ny revenue from such events and activities would be reinvesteo .l in
aim~l?r

enterprises.
-
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The foundation could establish various forms of collaboration with
universities, institutions concerned with culture and study and research
centres concerned with AC'P cultures, organize mee.q:a"· and seminars
and promote contacts and meetings between artists, writers, researchers,
journalists a.nd scientists from the ACP and EEC.

It could organize

cultural voyages intended to make people more familiar with the ACP
countries, their values, problems and a.spirations.
It could also constitute a powerful lobby in the press, radio and
television world to encourage the media. to do more to increase knowledge
of the ACP peoples.

The foundation could also organize cultural

competitions with prizes to encourage the activities of institutions
or individuals who make a significant contribution to the promotion of
ACP cultures.

•

VI I .

CONCLUSION
It is for the ACP and the Community to determine whether

th~::

,'

.....e

wish to include cultural cooperation in the relatione under t•convent~on.

'the considerations prompted by the aubjects mentioned in -~thi•
report could at first lead to • the short-term realisation of a numb$t
of concrete activities and provide the basis for an

exper~~c&.

which

would enrich the successors to Lorn' II.
Global cultural cooperation by the Community with the ACP a.s a
complement to the bilateral efforts of Member States and freely
defined by the

ACP

a.ccording to their aspirations and specific needs

would have beneficial economic effects, contribute to social progress
in the ACP, and stimulate a flow of exchange of benefits :Oot.h to ·the
ACP and to the COllirnunity and its Member States.
This new philosophy of integral cooperation based on a real sense
of reciprocity would consolidate rather than run counter to int:ra-ACP
cooperation,

;::;nd

would be a turni.:g-point 1n the history of development;

it would help to b:r:ing the peopl0s of the Community and the peoples of
the ACP neare.:- to each other and would thus constitute a new decisivo
step towards the institution of a new world order.
As the members of parliament are the

inter.medi.:;c;.E'~·

be 1:ween on ttw

one ha.nd the public opinion which they represent and on which they exert
a determining influence and on the other the governroents who have to

take account of their points of view, they have a special position artd
should therefore be able to give the necessary impetus to this plan.
It is significant that it wa.s within the Joint Committee, which has
always been open to innovation and whose initiatives have marked the
various forms of ACP-EEC partnership, that the idea of en~a£ging ACP/EEC
cooperation by including a cultural dimension was put forward.

By

the

a.ction which they can take in the European Parliament and within the
national parliaments, the members of the Consultative Assembly ca.n and
must play a decisive role in. generating the necessary efforts a.nd
creating a climate of opinion which would favour the accepta.nce of any
plans for cultural cooperation which would have the backing of the ACP.

r

Cultural cooperation is a project which needs collective awareness
of what is involved and the mobilisation of all the active forces ( ) f
Running in parallel with bilateral and multilateral
society.
government agreements which provide the framework for certain precisely
defined activities, cultural cooperation should not only be carried ouc
via official organisations but should be a permanent living contact
between peoples, institutions and individuals maintained by conta.cts
between universities, schools, radio and television stations and private
associations and by meetings between writers, a.rtists and scientists.

•
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